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Sub: Amendment no. 2 of final speed certificate for operation of 12/15 car formation BG AC
EMU MRVC Phase-II coaches fitted with M/s Bombardier electrics and having
pneumatic suspension in secondary stage, up to a maximum speed of 105 kmph on
track maintained to other than C&M-I, Vol-I standard.

Ref: (i) RDSO speed certificate no. MC/EMU/MUTP, dated 29.08.2014 followed by an
Amendment 1 no. MC/EMU/MUTP, dated 10.10.2014.

(ii) Western Railway letter no. EL.250/3/1/5 (BT)Trial, dated 10.11.2014.

Vide reference (i) above, a final speed certificate for operation of 12 car formation BG AC
EMU MRVC Phase-II coaches fitted with M/s Bombardier electrics and having pneumatic suspension
in secondary stage, up to a maximum speed of 105 kmph on track maintained to other than C&M-I,
Vol-I standard has been issued. Western Railway vide letter at reference (ii) has requested to review
the para no. 2.4 - Traction Installation of the above speed certificate. Accordingly para no. 2.4 of the
said certificate has been modified and shall be read as under:

"2.4 Traction Installation:

2.4.1 The 25 KV AC OHE shall have swivelling type Cantilever Assembly having tension in the
conductors, regulated automatically with a presag. The presag of 50/100 mm is on the
Contact Wire for a maximum span of 72 m, proportionately less for smaller spans.

The DC OHE is simple polyqonal type of OHE. The tension in the conductors are non
regulated. This has a speed potential of 120 kmph from design point of view. At location
where DC Section Insulators are installed, the speed shall not be more than 80 kmph.

The speed potential of converted 'Unregulated 25 KV AC overhead Traction
Equipment' remains the same as of' Unregulated DC Overhead Traction Equipment'.

2.4.2 In case of locations where 25 KV AC Porcelain Section Insulators are installed on main line
and lies within first 1/1Oth and 1/3rd of the span, immediately after the OHE Structure and the
Runners are in trailing direction, the maximum speed shall be 120 kmph. At all other locations
where 25 KV AC Porcelain Section Insulators are installed, the speed shall be limited to 80
kmph.

2.4.3 It is recommended that the Cantilevers in the Section should have BFB Steady Arm (RI No.
2390) with 25mm Drop Bracket Assembly (RI No. 2360) instead of Tubular Steady Arm (RI
No. 2520). Bent Steady arm at overlap locations shall continue.

2.4.4 In 25 KV AC traction area, the CEE of the Railway shall have to ensure that the minimum
height of Contact Wire and electrical clearances as stipulated in provisions of Chapter -V and
V-A, Electric Traction 'Schedule of Dimensions of 1676 mm gauge (8G) revised 2004' with
latest Addendum & Corrigendum Slips is not violated and strictly followed to ensure its safe
running.

2.4.5 In addition to above, the Chief Electrical Engineer of the concerned Railway may impose any
temporary speed restriction on the basis of personal knowledge, experie e of the Sectional
OHE and the field conditions prevailing on the particular section."

~C'1l'1Cj'):- Western Railway letter at reference (ii).
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No. EL.250/~/1 /5(BT~Trjal Date:-10.1'I.2014.
.,

Executive DiroctorWS&EMU)
R.D.S.D.· :

.Lucknow.
(Kind Attn.: Shri Nasim Uddin)

)
Sub: . Final Speed Certificate for operation of

12-car formation BG AC EMU MF~VC~has,e-II
'coaches fitted with M/s.Bombardier electrics.

R.~f: ;:j Y0~'( lett~r;.,: NC.MC/P1i:J/iViUTP dated 10.10.1.4
and .2!:i.08. i4.

(ii) Amendment No.1 for BG rcr AC EMU issued vide
ROSO's letter No.SV.EMU.RAS dated 21/24.12.2012.

Western Railway has received B(3 AC' EMU MRVC Phase-II rakes fitted with Mis.
Bombardier electrics which are proposed to be run on Churchgate-Dahanu Road Section
of 'Ne~tern Railway. Final Speed Certificate and its Amendment, as issued by' ROSa
under tef.(i) is being sent toeRS for giving sanction for running these rakes.

'The 0peed Certificate of Bombardier electric rakes, Para NO.2.4. - Traction
Installation, does not indicate the requirements and details of converted DC OHE of
Western Railway Mumbai suburban section.

However, it is noted that the required details of converted DC OHE have been
mentioned in Speed Certiificate of ICF AC EMU rakes vide Amendment No.Iat reference
under Sr.No.(ii). Therefore, it is requested that similar amendment may be issued for Final
Speed Certificate for BG AC EMU MRVC Phase-II rakes fitted with Mis. Bombardier
elecrrtcs as well so that required CRS sanction may be obtained.

. This requirement and details of converted DC OHE maybe included in "Traction
Installation" paragraph of 811future Speed Certificates to be issued for Western Railway
Mumbai suburban section. .'

~;--'

( Manoj Goyal)
Dy.CEE(EMLJ)

for Chief Electrical Engineer.
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